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Presentation Notes
Hello. I am Kyle DeMeo Cook, a Senior Research Associate at Education Development Center, and I am joined by my colleague Clare Irwin, who is also a Senior Research Associate at Education Development Center and the lead for the Vermont Universal PreK Research Partnership. The partnership is supported by a contract from the Institute for Education Sciences (IES) for the Regional Educational Laboratory Northeast and Islands. Today we are going to provide an overview of our research partnership with the state of Vermont.



Partnership Description 

• Goal: Address research needs and inform policy and practice decisions 
during the implementation of Vermont’s universal prekindergarten 
model (Act 166)

• Members: 
– Vermont Agency of Education: Deputy Secretary, Early Learning 

Programs Lead, Director of Analysis and Data Management, UPK 
Program Manager, & UVM Doctoral Fellow

– Vermont Agency of Health and Human Services: Child Development 
Division (CDD) Deputy Director, & CDD Policy Director

Vermont Universal PreK Research Partnership
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The Vermont Universal PreK Research Partnership is a collaboration among REL Northeast and Islands, the Vermont Agency of Education, and the Vermont Agency of Human Services. The partnership focuses specifically on research related to implementation of the state’s universal prek legislation (called Act 166). This legislation funds prekindergarten programming for all three and four year olds in the state through a mixed system of public and private providers. The first year of the partnership was also the first year of full implementation of the legislation. However, the state agencies are continuing to make changes to implementation of the legislation and the legislature has made it clear that they are considering changes to the actual prek law and that the state needs to gather more information in order to guide future changes. During the first year of the partnership, in winter 2017, the partnership engaged in several workshops and meetings to brainstorm the topics related to the legislation on upk that were most pressing. Our research agenda setting process produced a five-year research agenda that guides the work of the partnership through 2022. Our current membership includes members of both agencies. We meet regularly, approximately every other month (at the least) to discuss the studies that are being conducted and to ensure we are up-to-date on relevant policy and programmatic activities happening in the state related to Act 166. We find that meeting regularly not only allows our partners to stay engaged in the research process, but also helps us keep up to speed on the ever changing policy context. 



Nature of the Partnership
• Funded and overseen by IES as one of 

ten partnerships led by the REL 
Northeast and Islands.

• The goal of the RELs is to conduct 
research and analytic technical 
assistance for state and local 
education agencies. 

• Developed a research agenda setting 
process and published facilitator 
guides for building an agenda that is 
responsive to partners’ needs and 
capacity. 
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To take a step back and provide some additional general information, the Vermont PreK Research partnership is funded through the REL program from IES. IES funds 10 RELs across the country (the regions are noted in the map). REL Northeast and Islands covers New England, New York, Puerto Rico, and the US Virgin Islands. The RELs are responsible for supporting local and state education agencies in using research and data to inform their practice and policy, and to become informed consumers of research and data. We do this through applied research projects and analytic technical assistance. Across our partnerships REL Northeast and Islands created a research agenda setting process where we work with our partners to co-develop a research agenda for the partnership that identifies key research questions and potential projects. As we noted, the Vermont partnership used this process to co-develop a research agenda that guides the work. It is a living document that we revisit a few times a year and changes as needed. We are happy to provide more information about this process for anyone that is interested. 

https://ies.ed.gov/ncee/edlabs/regions/northeast/pdf/REL_2014014.pdf


Nature of the Partnership
• Research Study on Trends in Child Enrollment in UPK 

– Analysis of state administrative data
– Finalizing report for publication and dissemination

• Research Study on Characteristics of Prequalified UPK Programs 
– Supporting survey development
– Analysis of state administrative data
– Planning phase 
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Since the state of Vermont is implementing their universal state funded program through a mixed delivery system, families enroll children in their local education agency and then they can attend prequalified providers anywhere in the state. This includes community-based providers, public schools and family child care homes. The research agenda setting process identified a need to gain a better understanding of enrollment patterns across the state during the first year of implementation. Basically asking, “Where are children enrolling?” This includes questions about program types, quality rating levels and locations of programs. For example, what are the patterns around children attending programs within their local education agencies or taking advantage of the option to attend programs outside of their immediate areas. Our first project of the partnership analyzes state administrative data and is the final stages of report writing and  beginning dissemination now. Yesterday, at the request of our partners, we shared preliminary findings in a presentation to the Vermont Legislature. In addition to understanding where the children are enrolling, there is a need to gain a better understanding of the programs that are participating as prequalified providers. Programs can become prequalified by reaching a certain quality rating and improvement system level and meeting other criteria around teacher credentials. We are working with the state now to develop a survey to collect additional data on characteristics of these programs, which will be merged with other state administrative data in order to explore the characteristics of these programs and how they are distributed across the state. 



Barriers & Facilitators 
• Facilitating cross-agency collaboration
• Sustainability through membership changes
• Working closely with data staff
• Knowing the state policy context 

• Success Story: Dissemination to the Vermont Legislature 
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Overall, we have found this to be a very successful partnership and can outline the following facilitators of success thus far. As many of you who work in partnerships know, our work as researchers goes beyond data analysis and study design as we serve as technical assistance providers, facilitators and brokers. Like many states, Vermont’s has two different state agencies that govern prek aged children, education and health and human services. The legislation in VT specifies co-governance of the UPK program, which has lead to some complications in implementation as you might imagine. Since we have both agencies in our partnership we have sometimes played a role as facilitators in discussions around who has what data and how to streamline and collect data differently in the future. We have been very thoughtful about who to include in the partnership from both agencies including pushing for active participation from the data staff. This has been very important in order to get quick and accurate information about what data is available and to ensure success in data sharing agreements. Being thoughtful about membership has also been important because as you all know, not everyone stays in the same job for 5 years. We have had our lead contact for the partnership leave the agency about six months ago and not lose any ground at all in our projects because we had so many committed members across the agencies and our success was not reliant on one person. Finally, we have found that having a really strong pulse on the state policy context has been incredibly important. I/Clare live(s) in Vermont and can attend public meetings and easily keep up with the news media on this topic. Of course this is not necessary, but it has certainly helped. Even with that, the public is not always privy to what is happenings, this has made our regular communication and meetings with our partners essential to keep up with the rapidly changing policy context. For example, we start our meetings with updates on both sides and we often find out lots of new information about what is happening that they may not have emailed us about if we hadn’t been meeting that day. Our biggest success story to date for us, is being asked to present to the legislature. They are in the midst of potentially making big changes to the legislation and getting as much information as they can. Our partnership goal is to provide research that is requested and needed by our partners that can inform policy changes and being asked to directly provide our findings to the legislature feels like a good indicator that our partnership is being successful. 



Institutional Support & Sustainability 
• Five year partnership supported through REL
• Beginning to explore ways to sustain the partnership

– Researcher-practitioner partnership grants
– Conference presentations
– Evaluation contracts
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This is a five year partnership that we are about half way through. We have started to think about how we can continue to sustain and develop this partnership past the 5 year REL contract. Ways in which we have started to think about doing this include looking into researcher-practitioners partnership grants, discussing the possibility of collaborating to present the findings of our work and partnership at conferences and different venues, and by going for related evaluation contracts as they present themselves in the state.



Contact
Kyle DeMeo Cook, Ph.D.
kdemeo@edc.org

Clare Irwin, Ph.D.
cirwin@edc.org

Here is our newsletter sign-up: http://eepurl.com/ddjYgn

Here is our twitter page: https://twitter.com/REL_NEI

REL Northeast & Islands is one of 10 Regional Educational Laboratories (RELs) funded by the Institute of Education Sciences at the U.S. 
Department of Education. REL Northeast & Islands is funded under Contract ED-IES-17-C-0008 and administered by Education Development 
Center.
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